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Oregon resident, Military veteran, and I'm tired of our politicians infringing on our 

rights when they took the very same oath we veterans took to support and defend our 

constitution. 

 

This bill does nothing to go after criminals on our streets except turn the thousands of 

Oregonians who wake up everyday with zero intent on harming anyone into 

criminals. 

 

The proposed bills have all been deemed unconstitutional in courts and our Supreme 

Court numerous times and if our politicians actually did their job and were qualified 

they'd understand that. Or maybe they do. Maybe they do understand that what they 

are doing is ILLEGAL and want to just tie it up in courts while wasting Oregon tax 

dollars fighting an unconstitutional law to infringe on its citizens. 

 

Oregon does not have a gun problem. We have a Portland crime and violence 

problem. It seems politicians don't want to address the real issues but use guns as 

scapegoats to further their real agenda which we all know is to disarm our population.  

 

Our Oregon constitution as well as our Federal constitution protects the rights of the 

citizens to bare arms !  The supreme court Heller and Bruen cases have made it 

extremely clear. Enough is enough of the infringements on our rights. 

 

It saddens me that I myself an immigrant and child of immigrants who came to this 

country and served this country and value this constitution is watching the very 

people who are supposed to uphold our constitution continue to disregard it and 

make a mockery of it !  

 

Oregon will continue to be sued in courts for the infringment of our rights and I hope 

Oregonians start seeing how their tax dollars are being used. We recently had New 

Mexico back off one of their ridiculous tyranical and fascist infringements as well 

because they recognized they will LOSE ! and it's not honest to the public to pass 

laws that are not in keeping with the constitution. Meanwhile in Oregon they're 

drooling at how they can one up WA and CA states infringements which are losing in 

courts as well.  

 

If Oregon was serious about violence, then it would lock up violent criminals in 

Portland destroying our city each and every day. Instead they think the public is 

dumb and want to use words like  "gun violence". THERE IS ONLY VIOLENCE, and 



it exists and until Oregon gets serious about it disarming everyday tax paying 

peaceful citizens does not fix that problem !  it makes those peaceful people more 

attractive prey to the criminals Oregon refuses to lock up.  

 

We hear common sense gun control. And they LIED to the public. Whenever they 

want to pass more infringment they throw in "background checks". Well of course 

you'd vote for background checks wouldn't you, that is common sense. What they lie 

to the public about is the fact we already have background checks !!!  You can't buy a 

gun legally without background checks !  And you can't stop illegal gun ownership 

anymore than you can stop people from obtaining illegal drugs. Murder is also illegal, 

but it seems like the criminals don't really follow that law do they ?  Imagine that, 

people with intent on harming others do not go asking for permission, who knew ?  

 

I urge Oregon to oppose this bill that is badly written, deceiving, and unconstitutional 

to begin with.  


